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The bishop of Oxford famously
asked Thomas Huxley whether it
was on his grandfather’s or on his
grandmother’s side that he was
descended from an ape. That was
back in 1860, but the question of
which way exactly we are related
to the other primates has been
discussed ever since, both in
serious and in humorous and
polemic contexts. The current
taxonomic classification,
established by G.G. Simpson in
1963, puts the chimps closer to
the gorilla than to humans. Many
researchers have argued,
however, that common
chimpanzees and bonobos (the
two species making up the chimp
genus, Pan) are much closer to
humans than to gorillas, and that
we should in fact see ourselves as
a third species of chimpanzee.
The group of Morris Goodman
at the Wayne State University
School of Medicine in Detroit,
Michigan, has now for the first
time used genomic analysis of
coding genes to address this
question (Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci.
U.S.A., published online).
Comparing almost 100 human
genes to their counterparts in
other primates, they find that the
smallest difference by far is
between the genera Homo and
Pan, who share 99.4% identity in
synonymous sites (where a base
mutation would change the
protein sequence) and 98.4% at
non-synonymous sites.
Converting their findings to
evolutionary time using current
molecular clock models, they
suggest that humans parted
company with chimps 5.1 ± 0.8
million years ago. Our common
ancestor split from the gorilla
lineage 6.3 ± 0.6 million years ago,
and from orang-utans 13.8 ± 0.8
million years before our time.
Scientifically, this report is the
strongest evidence so far for the
long-held view that humans, not
gorillas are the chimps’ closest
cousins. It could bring about a
belated revolution in biology in
that it might finally remove the
anthropocentric view of Homo
sapiens as the pinnacle of
creation, set apart from all other
animals. To bring this about, the
authors suggest both
chimpanzee species be included
in the genus Homo, which would
then include two subgenera,
Homo (Homo) and Homo (Pan).
As a side effect of this change,
extinct hominoids like
Australopithecus afarensis would
also be included in the more
broadly defined Homo genus.
There remains, however, the
equally plausible option of going
with the majority of the extant
species and relabelling our
species Pan (Homo) sapiens, the
wise ape.
Then again, this question has
always had a strong political
aspect. Like racist discrimination
draws distinctions that have no
reasonable foundation in
genetics, our ‘speciesist’ view,
essentially a surviving feature of
the pre-Darwin world view, may
be a political opinion that many
will cling to irrespective of the
scientific facts. 
Recent reports from West Africa
suggest that populations of both
the common chimpanzee and the
gorilla in their largest habitat have
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Homo gets a Panning
New studies suggesting that humans and chimpanzees deserve to
share the same genus may do little to improve the parlous status of our
relatives in their home environment. Michael Gross reports. 
Bleakest link: Evidence of just how close chimpanzees and humans are genetically
promises little improvement for their future prospects. (Photo: Oxford Scientific Films.)
Visitors to the world’s most
famous flower show at Chelsea,
London, last month found some
science planted amongst the
blooms.
At a time of increasing concern
about the impact of agriculture on
the environment, a display by the
John Innes Centre (JIC) in Norwich
provided a contrast to the
immaculately tended plants that
dominate the show. Its stand
featured many damaged and
diseased specimens to highlight
the complex relationships
between plants and their pests
and pathogens.
Called ‘Garden Soaps: intimacy,
deceit and betrayal in the plant
world’, the JIC argued that these
interactions were as convoluted
as those between any characters
in a soap opera. The centre
believes between 20 and 40% of
the world’s food production is lost
to pests and diseases even after
the use of chemical pesticides.
The stand aimed to show how
understanding plant, pest and
pathogen relations are crucial to
breeding and managing crops to
reduce losses and dependence on
chemical controls.
One key area of research
interest on display was that of why
most plants are able to resist the
attacks of most plant pathogens.
This general resistance to
infection is known as non-host
resistance. This contrasts with the
kind of resistance used by plants
to defend themselves against
specific pathogens. If researchers
could understand non-host
resistance they might be able to
improve the general resistance of
plants to pathogen attack.
But building on the garden
soaps theme, the exhibit featured
descriptions of the many plants
that produce natural soaps,
known as saponins, produced by
plants as a means of defence
against pathogen attack.
Saponins are known to have anti-
fungal and anti-bacterial
properties.
The show judges were clearly
impressed. The display won a
gold medal. “We are delighted
with this success,” said Ray
Mathias, head of science
communication and education at
the JIC.
declined by more than half over
the last two decades, mainly due
to hunting (Nature 2003, 422:611).
Currently, an ebola epidemic
among both ape species is
causing just as much havoc as the
hunters. The researchers
conclude that both species should
be classified as ‘critically
endangered’, as they fear that
within another decade they might
stand on the brink of extinction. In
the current version of the red list,
both are classified as
‘endangered’.
It appears doubtful, however,
whether either the bush meat
hunters and traders or the ebola
virus will be influenced in any way
by the relabelling of chimps to the
genus Homo.
One place where it might make
a difference, however, is in the
use of animals for research.
Because of the widespread
affection for them, invasive
experiments on chimps are
already quite rare and illegal in
many countries including the
United Kingdom and New
Zealand. Last year, the Dutch
government decided to close the
Biomedical Primate Research
Centre, which was the last
institute in the EU that still used
chimps for medical experiments.
Thus, with the growing awareness
of just how close chimps are to
ourselves, their use in medical
experiments may soon be
abolished world-wide.
The only chimp research
bound to continue is that which
helps us to get to know our
cousins more closely, including
the deciphering of the chimp
genome and the non-invasive
‘psychological’ kind. By further
clarifying how the 0.6%
difference in the genes managed
to transform our branch of the
chimp tree into the globally
spread, highly successful if
sometimes foolish species that
we are today, such research
could eventually show us our
place in the tree of life and define
which biological changes make
us human. And this perspective
provides some very good
reasons for us to make sure that
our closest relatives are treated
as such, and that they stay alive.
Michael Gross is a science writer in
residence at the school of
crystallography, Birkbeck College,
University of London. He can be
contacted via his web page at
www.proseandpassion.com
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Say it with flowers
Amongst Chelsea Flower Show’s
champion blooms last month, a
range of diseased specimens
helped flag up key plant research
goals, reports Nigel Williams.
Fatal attraction: The John Innes Centre’s Chelsea display of pests and diseases last
month highlighted the interactions between plant host and pathogen. (Photo: JIC.) 
